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PRAYING FOR AN ECUMENICAL SPRING
A brief account of our Annual Meeting on 7th March
This year’s Annual General Meeting at the
Church of St George the Martyr in Southwark was a memorable event. The theme
was ‘Pilgrimage’, so everyone was invited to
go out into Borough High Street in small
groups and take part in a mini-pilgrimage
lasting just one hour. Later, after an excellent lunch, Bishop Martin Lind spoke of his
own enthusiasm for pilgrimage which opened
up a lively and varied discussion. All this is
reported in the following pages.
The Annual Meeting itself took place between the mini-pilgrimage and lunch. It was
brief but informative. Our Co-Moderators,
the Rt Rev Dr Michael Ipgrave and the Rev
Dr Jaakko Rusama, reported that the Society
had enjoyed a busy year. The main event
had been the Conference last September. It
was the first to be held in Eastern Europe.
The Lajos Ordass Retreat and Conference
Centre, Révfülöp, Lake Balaton, Hungary was
an excellent venue, and the theme, ‘Fear Not
Little Flock: The Vocation of Minority
Churches Today’, had attracted 60 participants from 20 countries. It had been a most
stimulating event. The 2016 conference is
likely to be held in Visby, Sweden. Members
will be given the details as soon as possible.
Our Society will have a stall at the Kirchentag, from 3rd to 7th June in Stuttgart, and

thanks were expressed to Gudrun Kaper and
other members in Germany for taking this
forward. Bishop Michael told the meeting
that, among other things, the committee had
become concerned about the lack of any
emphasis on ecumenical education within
ministerial formation in the UK and possibly
in Europe too. The Society is already working with a Finnish University to prepare a
distance learning course on Luther and Lutheranism and we hope this will be a valuable
resource in the run-up to 2017.
Ours is a small but distinctive Society with a
unique role to occupy, we were told, well
networked in the ecumenical world and able
to be flexible and to work imaginatively because we are not a formal body of the
Churches. There is a lot of talk about an
“Ecumenical Winter” but we must pray that
we will be part of an “Ecumenical Spring”.
The Treasurer said that the financial situation
is fairly healthy, the National Coordinators
shared their news, the Membership Secretary
told us that we are slowly recruiting new
members, and the Officers and retiring committee members were thanked for their hard
work on behalf of the Society. The Moderators, Treasurer and Secretary were reelected for the coming year, and the new
committee elected for a three-year term.
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DEATH OF NORWAY’S ALS COORDINATOR
The Rev Canon Jacob Frode Knudsen,
our Society’s Norwegian Coordinator,
died in February this year, and we lost
one of our most enthusiastic and loyal
members. He had been battling against
illness for some time. Now he is with
his Lord. Our prayers are for his wife
Karen and for the many people who
will miss his joyous friendship.
Jacob was essentially a ‘backroom boy’,
always busy behind the scenes. During
his 24 years of faithful service in the
Cathedral in Bergen he demonstrated
his considerable organisational talent to
good effect. His colleagues and the
congregation recognised him as a
‘clever theologian’ with a big pastoral
heart. He was an eager ecumenist and
a key figure in creating and sustaining
the very fruitful link, inaugurated in
2000, between Bergen Cathedral and
the Cathedral of the Church of England
Diocese of Southwark. It was only in
the last issue of The Window that we
reported that the Bishop of Southwark,

the Rt Rev Christopher
Chessun, had appointed
Jacob as Southwark’s first
Ecumenical Canon.
During Jacob’s ministry in
the Seamen's Church in
Dubai and San Francisco
his expressed aim was to
ensure that Norwegians
travelling and living outside
mainland Norway should
be offered the same kind of
support and services by the
Norwegian Church as they
would expect back home.
It was this homely touch
that endeared Jacob to so many people. He just loved being with people
of all ages. He was perfectly at home
among the children in the Nursery,
the Kindergarten and the Sunday
School, built excellent relationships
between the Church and schools, and
made sure he knew all the volunteers

in the cathedral and kept in close
touch with them.
Everyone who knew Jacob will feel
their loss deeply. Our Society will be
poorer for his passing, but enriched by
all he contributed as a member and to
our organisation and events.

BISHOP FRIEDRICH WEBER
We were very sorry to hear of the untimely death of Bishop Friedrich Weber. He was Bishop of Braunschweig
and Co-Chair of the Meissen Commission. He died just one year after retiring.
This tribute is written by Bishop Nick Baines, Bishop of Leeds in the Diocese of West Yorkshire and the Dales
in the Church of England.
I first met Friedrich
Weber when he
became the German
co-chair of the
Meissen Commission in 2009.
I
knew that he was a
serious academic,
and that he was
engaged in ecumenical relations between varieties of
Protestants and the
Roman
Catholic
Church.
He was certainly a big-hitter, but I quickly discovered that
he was a generous, funny and warm bishop with clarity of
thinking and a pastoral sensitivity that I could only admire.
Friedrich quickly grasped what Meissen needed, particularly
in relation to chairmanship and direction, and settled in to
co-shaping the agenda. He was never anything other than a
generous and helpful colleague and friend. We shared in

liturgies together - particularly in the context of successive
Kirchentags - and we were privileged to hear him preach in
Westminster Abbey as well as Bradford Cathedral during
Meissen Commission meetings.
Friedrich was looking forward to retirement and then took
on the presidency of the Community of Protestant Churches in Europe (CPCE). He had the stature, intellect, theological conviction and ecumenical credibility to occupy this
huge space.
His sudden illness and untimely death have deprived the
church internationally of a great leader - one who combined
immense ability with great humility. His loss is, to my mind,
immeasurable.
However, the loss is also personal. Many Anglicans who
knew and worked with Friedrich feel his loss immensely. I
have no idea who will replace him as co-chair of the Meissen Commission, but I know he is irreplaceable as a friend
and colleague. My love and prayers are with his wife Bielda
and their children and grandchildren.
May Friedrich rest in peace and rise in glory.
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NOT A VISITOR BUT A PILGRIM
After our Annual General Meeting Dr Martin Lind, Bishop of the Lutheran Church in
Great Britain, who had once been deeply suspicious of pilgrimages,
explained how he had become a passionate advocate of the pilgrimage movement,
and what it means to him
Bishop Lind began by confessing that
going on Pilgrimage is something very
close to his heart. Every time he sets
out on a new pilgrimage he starts with
a prayer of Holy Birgitte, Patron Saint
of Sweden:
O Lord, show us your way and
make us willing to walk it.

The Bridgettine reliquary in Uppsala Cathedral,
where Bishop Lind once served as Dean, containing
a splinter of St Bridget’s femur. It was a gift to the
Cathedral by the Bridgettine sisters in Rome.
When it was consecrated on St Bridget’s Day, 7th
October 1990, to avoid any suggestion that it
might be a cult object for veneration, which could
cause offence within the Church of Sweden, it was
carefully pointed out that it is first and foremost a
Bridgettine monument.

But it was not always the case. As a
young man he set his face dead against
pilgrimage. It was not because Martin
Luther was opposed to pilgrimages.
He was, but that was largely because of
the times in which he lived. There
were two other reasons.
One was to do with his upbringing. ‘I
was bought up in a Lutheran pastor’s
home in Malmo in Southern Sweden,’
he told us. ‘My parents were very pious, and I don’t think they ever spoke
about pilgrimage in my home.’
The other was to do with his student
politics! He was involved in the 68
Movement, the student revolution that
swept across Western Europe and the
USA. They were against the Vietnam
War and in favour of solidarity with
poor people. In those days no-one in
Sweden went on pilgrimages. But in

church people sang many hymns about
pilgrimage. ‘We used to sing about it,’
he told us, ‘and occasionally sermons
were preached about pilgrimage, and I
hated it! I thought pilgrimage was a
means of escape from reality. It was
about forgetting your neighbours and
thinking about your own wellbeing,
and your life in heaven!’ He considered it unchristian. He approved of
Joe Hill’s criticisms of the Churches in
the song he wrote in 1911, ‘You’ll get
pie in the sky when you die!’
At a more profound level, the young
Martin Lind reacted against the term
Peregrinus. It means a foreigner, and
suggested to him that some Christians
see themselves as foreigners in this
world, somehow removed from it.
That wasn’t something he believed.
‘God loves the world,’ he protested,
‘He sent his own Son into this world.’
He felt that this understanding of pilgrimage was a denial of his incarnational theology.

meditation, and it was then that I became a pilgrim,’ he explained. ‘In the
crypt of the cathedral there was a little
altar where you could buy candles, and
written there in huge letters it said,
“To Visitors and Pilgrims”. And I
thought, “Am I a visitor? Or am I a
pilgrim?” I hadn’t come to the cathedral only to be a visitor. I went to
Canterbury to pray, to be a Christian
in Canterbury, so I was a pilgrim. And
I promised myself I would be a pilgrim
for the rest of my life! But never, never as an escape from this world! I will
always have my neighbour in mind
when walking on pilgrimages.’
Bishop Lind declared pilgrimage to be a
very healthy activity. Walking is good
for the body, of course, but walking as
a pilgrimage is good for the soul as
well. ‘It’s an holistic act,’ he told us,
‘keeping body and soul together.
When you walk on a pilgrimage you
pray, you think, you dream, you eat
and drink, and body and soul merge
into each other, and you can’t really
make a distinction between them. So
pilgrimage helps to bring together what
so often is divided.’

So what brought about the change?
How did someone so deeply opposed
to pilgrimage become so passionately
in favour of it? It was when he became
Dean of Uppsala Cathedral, which is a
national shrine in Sweden. He was
among 25 deans invited to a European
Cathedrals Association meeting in
Canterbury. The Cathedral there was
crowded with tourists, accompanied
by guides speaking in many languages.
The
deans complained,
of course, and the
Dean of Canterbury offered them
one hour in the
evening
when
they could have
the whole cathedral to themselves. ‘We went
in silence, deans
and organists, in
that
wonderful
building, together
The Crypt of Canterbury Cathedral where Bishop Lind first became a pilgrim
in prayer and
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In Western Europe we
have created a world
full of divisions. People
are divided from people, for example, and
we have separate time
for work, leisure, the
family, our recreation,
music, entertainment,
and so on. ‘People expect different things of
me in the different
roles I’m playing,’ he
exclaimed, ‘All the time
I’m being tempted to
put myself into a lot of
pigeon-holes. It’s hard
to preserve the integrity of my life.’
There is also social segregation, both in
the cities and the countryside, between
the wealthy and the poor, between
immigrants and indigenous people, the
employed and the unemployed. And
think of the way news is presented.
‘It’s a mixture, jumping here and jumping there,’ he complained. ‘It’s not held
together and it tempts me to think that
my existence is an existence of divisions, of fragments here and there.’
This is in complete contrast to the
Christian faith, he told us. At the core
of Christian belief is belonging. We
believe in one God who has created all
human beings, along with the whole of
creation. So pilgrimage is a conscious
protest against segregation.
But before exploring that, Bishop Lind
posed the question, what is a pilgrimage? There is no easy answer. A person may set out a tourist and become a
pilgrim. Someone might go shopping
and start thinking about their life and
pray to God and suddenly get some
new insight or some new light into
their life. So shopping may become
their pilgrimage for that day. ‘I think
we should be generous because there
may be different possibilities for different people,’ he smiled.
‘I see pilgrimage as a summary of my
life,’ Bishop Martin told us. ‘The goal is
the end of my life on earth, my death.
For me, the pilgrimage is a walk in Jesus Christ. It is a mystical view of
Christ. When I go on pilgrimage he is
in me, and so pilgrimage turns out to
be for me an Easter walk.’ He prefers
to have a church as his destination,
because all churches are symbols of the
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helpful in enabling us to
see our death as an
Easter event.
‘As I
journey with Christ in
me I can believe that
when I die God will give
me new life just as he
gave Jesus new life,’ he
told us.

gate of heaven. He follows the old
custom of walking round the building
three times. The first time he thinks,
“I’m here! I’ve reached my goal!” The
second time round he thinks, “The
pilgrimage is over!” The third time he
thinks of the church as the symbol of
the end of his physical life on earth.
‘Of course, that can be scary!’ he confessed, ‘And when I take my first step
into the church I am taking the first
step into my own death.’
He described how, as the group he is
with approaches and enters the
church, they sing. Singing outdoors is
hard because the sound just flies away.
‘But as we enter the church, we hear a
change in the sound and quality of the
music,’ he went on. ‘The song which
outdoors flew away suddenly becomes
a song that embraces me, from above,
from below, and from all round me.
For me that’s a sign of God’s presence.
So my death is immediately a passing
through the gates of heaven.’
He no longer fears death. ‘I have practised my own death so many times
that I believe, not only with my head
but within my whole existence, that
God will take care of me when I die,’
he testified. ‘That is one effect of pilgrimages as I have experienced them.’
He went on to look at the dynamics of
pilgrimage. Classically, there are four
different relationships to be found.
The first is with God. As we reflect
and pray we see ourselves as part of
creation, and part of God’s plan. Regular prayer is part of the pilgrimage
experience. Even when we are completely alone prayer connects us with
all the other people around the world
who are praying. A Eucharist is always

Second is the relationship with our neighbour.
On pilgrimage
we walk in solidarity
with others, and we
travel simply. We are
in solidarity with all the
poor, with all the down-trodden, praying for justice and peace. A pilgrimage
can be an act of protest against the
misuse of people, against the injustice
of the world, against the wars and the
violence. It is a walk for life and
against everything that threatens it.
Third, there is the relationship with
nature.
The Bishop spoke about
‘Green Pilgrimage’, a global network of
people who walk in pilgrimage together towards a better environment. It is
a multi-faith Network, open to all religious institutions willing to engage politicians and the secular authorities responsible for their villages and towns.
Fourth, there is the relationship with
our self. That is the most difficult of
these relationships, he suggested. ‘We
travel in relationship with God, neighbour and nature, but the most difficult
thing is to find your own self. I always
say to people walking with me, “Don’t
have too great expectations! You may
not have some very bright or strong
spiritual experience on our pilgrimage.
That’s by no means a certainty. You
should just go, pray, enjoy the silence,
be open-minded and perhaps something wonderful may happen”.’ Pilgrimage teaches us that we are greater than
the sum of our parts. There is more
to us than just us – something greater
than we can control.
Bishop Lind ended his presentation by
quoting from Deuteronomy. Moses, as
an old man, tells his friends that he has
reached the end of his life’s pilgrimage.
And he goes on, “I call heaven and
earth to witness against you today that
I have set before you life and death,
blessings and curses. So choose life so
that you may live.”

The Annual General Meeting
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A CONTEMPORARY PILGRIMAGE IN
SOUTHWARK
The focus of our Annual General Meeting was ‘Pilgrimage’ so it seemed entirely appropriate to begin the

day by going on a mini-pilgrimage arranged by our Anglican Co-Moderator, Bishop Michael Ipgrave
We gathered around the font near the
west door of the Church of St George
the Martyr in Borough High Street, Southwark. Bishop Michael told us a little of
the story of the area we were visiting. Just across London Bridge from
the City of London, Southwark was where everything that was prohibited within the city walls took place. There were theatres, prostitution
and prisons. There were also many slaughter houses and tanneries.
The place would not have smelled good! He quoted from the Epistle to
the Hebrews 13.11-12: ‘For the bodies of those animals whose blood is
brought into the sanctuary by the high priest as a sacrifice for sin are burned outside the camp. Therefore Jesus also suffered outside the city gate in order to sanctify the people by his own blood.’
Southwark was the starting point for pilgrims making the journey to the great shrine of St
Thomas Becket at Canterbury. The tiny area around the church offers seven particularly
resonant places where we could go to reflect and pray about some of the many pressing
issues in our life together today. We were each given a booklet containing a map and
some ideas for reflection and intercession along the way and, after a short prayer, off we
went on our little pilgrimage in groups of three or four.
On the church steps
The quiet of the church was in stark contrast to the bustle of Borough High Street.
Standing on the church steps we were reminded that the dedication to George the Martyr, recorded in 1122, is the earliest to this warrior saint in the London area. It was
probably chosen by local gentry returning from the First Crusade. Tradition relates that
George was one of the warrior saints who appeared miraculously at the Battle of Antioch
in 1098 to rally the Crusader armies. So this was a good place to pray for peace, justice and reconciliation throughout the
Middle East, for greater understanding between Jews, Christians and Muslims in the Holy Land, for the Christian communities of the Middle East suffering at this time, and for the Council of Christians and
Jews, the Christian Muslim Forum, the Three Faiths Forum.
In the Red Cross Garden
It was a five minute walk from the church to Redcross Way and the Red Cross
Garden. The garden was established by the Anglican social reformer Octavia Hill in
1887 on the site of a burnt-down factory. Southwark at that time was a severely
deprived slum area, and Hill felt passionately that inner city children should have
access to nature. ‘Nature breathes again in darkest Southwark,’ she wrote on
completion of the project. There we were invited to pray for responsible stewardship of our fragile world’s resources, for education in ecological awareness, for
communities suffering as a result of environmental degradation, and for the work of
Bankside
Open
Spaces Trust.
Cross Bones Burial Ground
Just up the road from the Red Cross Garden is the Cross
Bones Burial Ground, where the names of paupers and
prostitutes buried there are displayed on ribbons attached
to the fence. Bishop Michael had told us when we set out
that in medieval times Southwark was notorious for its sex
trade. Indeed, many of the prostitutes were licensed by the
Bishop of Winchester in whose diocese the area then stood!
So this was the place where we prayed for people caught up
in networks of human trafficking, for respect for the dignity
of all women and men, for all on the margins of society, and
for the London Borough of Southwark.
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The Borough War Memorial
It took a few minutes to walk to our next location, passing under road and railway bridges
along busy roads to the Borough War Memorial where we were invited to pray for all
caught up in war. The memorial was erected in 1922 to commemorate those who died in
the ‘Great War’ from the parish of St Saviour’s, Southwark (Southwark Cathedral). The
bronze statue on the plinth is of an infantryman tramping through mud. The front of the
plinth shows a soldier in classical costume and the rear has a mourning woman with a naked child and a dove. The inscription reads: ‘May their memory live for ever in the minds
of men’. We remembered all who were killed or maimed in the First World War, and
prayed for those committed to building and keeping peace around the world, for the United Nations and for world leaders, and for the peoples and governments of the countries
from which we came.
The site of The Tabard
Here are Bishop Martin Lind and Gudrun Kaper, deep
in conversation as they walked along Borough High
Street. There you find inns from which in medieval
times pilgrims set out to the shrine of St Thomas at
Canterbury. Chaucer’s pilgrims, who entertained one
another with stories in his Canterbury Tales, set out
from The Tabard, the site of which is marked in Talbot
Yard. Beneath the blue plaque that marks the spot where The Tabard stood we prayed
for all who today are seeking meaning and purpose in their lives, for people looking for
healing and forgiveness, for those trying to articulate a sense of spirituality, and for the
Archbishop of Canterbury, and his Cathedral Church which to this day remains a focus
of pilgrimage.

The John Harvard Library
On our way back to the church we came to the John Harvard Library. In the 17th century
Southwark had many Puritan households, and among them the Harvards. They kept the
Queen’s Head Inn. John Harvard, baptised in St Saviour’s Church (Southwark Cathedral,
where a chapel is named for him) travelled to New England in 1637 to seek freedom ministering in the Massachusetts Bay Colony. Dying the following year, he bequeathed his library
and half his estate to endow the university which bears his name. Outside the library we
prayed for vigilance in promoting freedom of religion around the world, for those who
abuse or distort freedom, for the victims of oppression and exclusion, and for the President
and people of the United States in their global role.
The site of the Marshalsea Prison
Immediately past the library we turned left into Angel Place, which is currently largely under scaffolding. We were able to glimpse parts of the surviving wall of the Marshalsea Prison. One of five prisons in historic Southwark, the Marshalsea was particularly notorious for the number of debtors
locked up there. Charles Dickens’ father was imprisoned there during the
writer’s childhood, for a debt owed to a baker. Dickens later described
the prison graphically in his novel ‘Little Dorrit’. The Marshalsea prison
was closed in 1842, and imprisonment of debtors stopped in 1869. Beside
the wall we thought of people caught up in spiralling debts, and prayed for
credit unions and for everyone promoting financial responsibility for
households, and for those people who work in the financial sector, and for
the London and Southwark Churches Credit Champions.
From there it
was just a
short
step
back to the Church of St George the Martyr where we joined
a group who felt unable to walk the course so had shared a
‘virtual version’ of our brief pilgrimage inside the church. We
found it a very moving experience, and it opened our eyes to
ways of walking much more carefully and prayerfully as we go
about our business in our own home neighbourhoods. We
hope you have enjoyed reading about it and sharing it with us.

The Annual General Meeting
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SHARING OUR OWN EXPERIENCES
Bishop Martin Lind’s presentation sparked some very lively discussion which our editor, Dick Lewis, summarises here
Our Lutheran President, Jürgen Johannesdotter, began by
describing little everyday pilgrimages he had shared with his
youngest son every day while he was working at Loccum.
‘He walked with me each day through the monastery,’ he
told us. ‘I explained to him that here you pass everything
essential for life – the kitchen, the toilets, the library, the
chapter house, the refectory, and you go to the church.
The evening worship was very simple.’

pilgrimage’ in his “Pilgrim’s Progress”. John Arnold, our
Anglican President, agreed. ‘Thanks to John Bunyan the idea
that the Christian life is a pilgrimage became part of the
mindset and of the theology and ecclesiology of the whole
English speaking world,’ he remarked. ‘It’s interesting that
it’s only after Bunyan that people like John Harvard were
called “Pilgrim Fathers”,’ he added.
Michael Ipgrave, Anglican Co-Moderator, thanked Bishop
Lind for what he had said about the four relationships at
work in a pilgrimage. He suggested that there was also a
fifth; the relationship with those who have walked the route
before. ‘It’s like putting yourself into a story that reaches
back through the generations, and how interesting it is to
leave your home and experience rootlessness in order to
feel rooted in a different way.’
Sally Barnes, from London, spoke of how walking the labyrinth in Grace Cathedral in San Francisco had helped her
focus the mind on prayer, much more than sitting still.
‘That was for me a sort of pilgrimage,’ she declared.

‘This small boy loved it!’ he went on. ‘He would be silent,
looking at the light of the candle with his father beside him.
There was a real atmosphere of prayer. We need places
where small communities and groups are praying even when
there are no other people there. When people go there
they learn how to pray simply. They then become little
communities who pray.’

Lady Kate Davson, of the International Ecumenical Fellowship, agreed that walking was a real inducement to prayer. ‘I
went on a candle-lit pilgrimage in Durham Cathedral and the
next day to Holy Island, Lindisfarne,’ she told us, ‘and that is
a very powerful route, and you sometimes have to walk
through water to get there.’ And John Arnold added that
the ferry crossing to Iona is ‘a bit like crossing the Styx.’
Perran Gay, from Truro Cathedral, reminded us that many
people do not head for any particular ‘goal’. They just walk
a little bit of a pilgrimage route, and find putting their feet
where others have trod a very powerful experience. He
warned against a growing tendency to try to force people
along prescribed routes. ‘There’s an obsession with getting
you to go along a way lined with souvenir shops!’ he remarked, ‘and we need to sit a bit lightly to that.’
Fr Phillip Swingler, Roman Catholic Observer on our Executive Committee, spoke of how in the seventeenth century,
after pilgrimage in England had been forbidden following the
English Reformation, John Bunyan revived the idea of ‘virtual

John Toy, from Southwell, felt that pilgrimage could be sacramental in character, and Bishop Lind agreed. Then Jochen
Dallas, from Lemwerder, told us, ‘In Germany people don’t
walk any more, they cycle. So last Ascension Day we creat-
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ed a pilgrimage where people cycled from place to place
and read guide books to churches and holy places and had
their logs signed by the Vicar. I’ve not had so many people
ringing my door bell before or since! It’s amazing how
many people want to cycle along and experience special
sites and prayers. This is an unexpected way of getting people back into our church tradition.’

To that, Samuli Suolanen, from Helsinki, added, ‘We don’t
only walk in Finland, or go on bicycles. We have skiing pilgrimages from one monastery to another in South Karelia.’
Alex Faludy, from Newcastle, returned to Bishop Lind’s
reference to pilgrimage as an analogy of our own death.
‘We have Jesus’s own journey to Jerusalem which is used to
structure the Gospel of Luke. I once heard a NT scholar
refer to it as “The New Testament’s Road Movie”. It’s really a pilgrimage where the goal is indeed Jesus’s death and his
resurrection, and in which what happens along the way expounds the death that will come. And that perhaps is a
paradigm to bear in mind when we go on pilgrimage.’
Rupert Hoare, from Saddleworth, spoke of his frustration
with getting older and not being able to walk as fast or as
far as he would like. He asked Bishop Lind, ‘How easy is it
in our generation to think beyond our death to a life after
death? I imagine that in earlier pilgrimages heaven was really the goal. How do we help ourselves and other people to
think of their death and what hopefully comes beyond it? I
think it’s quite difficult for us to conceive of life after this
mortal mind/body has been returned to ashes.’
Bishop Martin replied that as we get older we have to content ourselves with what we can comfortably manage. Pilgrimage should never be allowed to become competitive!
Turning to Rupert’s question he agreed that it is difficult.
But, he said, he could only speak from his own experience.
‘What God will give me after death I just don’t know, but as
I’ve been trusting in God my whole life and praying to God
every day, I can also believe that he will be with me when I
die. In the mystical tradition we are united with Christ, and
that is a very strong picture. On the cross he shares my
doubts. He allows me to be myself all the way. He died in
weakness, and God gave him life.’
To that Kate Davson added, ‘I love the Bunyan imagery of
Pilgrim having gone through all the ups and downs of the
journey, crossed the Jordan and reached what was thought
to be the end, to find that it’s only the beginning.’

Gudrun Kaper, from Stuttgart, Germany, asked how people
with physical and mental handicaps can take part in pilgrimages. Bishop Lind reminded her that a virtual pilgrimage
had been arranged here in St George’s Church for people
who preferred not to try to walk the route. It had taken
them to the same prayer stations and enabled them to pray
with everyone else. ‘You can be in your bed and still take
part. It’s not the same, but in a real sense every pilgrimage
is individual. If two people follow the same path there are
two different experiences. So every individual has his or
her own experience of a pilgrimage. If you’re handicapped
and you can’t walk you can think of walking, you can think
of your journey through life, and that is the only possible
way, I think. And it’s a great way for many.’
Fr Phillip Swingler reminded us that very often people who
cannot walk are wheeled by other people who are more
able-bodied. One helps the neighbour, and it’s good to
receive from one another on the journey. John Arnold
seized on the importance of travelling together. ‘I’m stimulated by what Alex said about Luke’s Gospel,’ he said,
‘because the pilgrimage goes on beyond resurrection to the
Road to Emmaus. And a point that isn’t sufficiently noted is
that, rather than Cleopas and his wife (as I like to think of
her) going in one direction and Jesus meeting them from the
other, Jesus is walking the same road and overtakes them
from behind. The risen Jesus is going in the same direction
only faster! They have this wonderful conversation and it’s

my experience that face to face is too confrontational. It
prevents people saying what they want to say. But when
they’re side by side people talk. It’s like when you pick up a
hitch-hiker. They give you their life story!’
Michael Ipgrave thanked Bishop Martin, and everyone who
had taken part, and the people of St George’s Church for
making us so welcome. He brought our meeting to an end
by saying a pilgrim prayer which everyone in Southwark
Diocese is encouraged to use:
Stay with us, Lord. Open our eyes and set our hearts on
fire. As you open your word, as you break your bread, as
we live your life, enrich us with your grace, empower us by
your Spirit, enfold us in your love, as we walk the journey of
faith with you. Amen
If you have experiences of pilgrimage you would like to
share, or if you would like to respond to anything in this
article, or elsewhere in The Window, don’t hesitate to contact our editor at angluthwindow@hotmail.com
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CHURCH OF ENGLAND’S FIRST WOMAN BISHOP
Regional Bishop Susanne Breit-Keßler, of the Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche in Bayern, attended the consecration of
the Rt Rev Libby Lane, the first female bishop in the Church of England, and shares some impressions of that momentous day
I was a little bit exhausted when I
reached York. It had been a hard week
for me. But when I arrived at my hotel
I was soon wide awake. There were a
lot of female bishops, talking, having
fun, and somehow the centre of attention. I enjoyed the evening very much!
It made me feel how close all our
churches are. ‘Where are you from?’
the women asked each other, a bit like
vivacious schoolgirls. Ireland, Sweden,
Iceland, USA-Long Island, New Zealand, South Africa, Australia. Ah, yes!
And Germany - the only woman in
black! Me, a Lutheran bishop!
It was such a friendly atmosphere, open
minded, full of the Holy Spirit. Everyone seemed happy and proud. Even
the people from the television were
enthusiastic: ‘What do you wish for
Libby Lane?’ they asked. ‘Is it a big
problem to be the first lady bishop in a
country?’ I told the journalists it is a
wonderful challenge. Libby, with the
help of God, should just be herself.
She should take her time, not just for
the benefit of her new sphere of work
but also to protect her family and her
own interests. One of the secrets of

success is not to forget the things at
home.
The service was perfectly planned, and
everybody was helpful and kind. As a
Lutheran I felt at home in a worldwide
brotherhood and sisterhood, people
from over a hundred nations, all gathered together. Our faith is alive! I
think it is important to feel and see
sometimes just how many we are, and
how spiritually strong we are.
For me there was just one,
short, irritating moment,
when the Archbishop asked
all the people in York Minster, ‘Is it your will that Libby Lane should be ordained?’ and as everyone
cried ‘Yes!’ there was someone who shouted ‘No!’ I
didn´t expect something like
that to happen, because in
Germany we have become
completely accustomed to
female bishops.
What a
quiet moment followed that
hard ‘No!’ Yet Libby was
admirable, still wearing a

friendly smile, yet also very tough. The
Archbishop was perfectly prepared no one could have handled it better.
He was quite calm. Again he asked, ‘Is
it your will?’ and all together we shouted, ‘Yes!!!’ What a feeling! Yes, women should be bishops, and yes they can
be, with the help of God. Libby Lane is
a real blessing for her Church and for
our whole Christian community. We
in Germany are proud of our Anglican
sisters and brothers.

Libby Lane holding her staff, with ‘the One in Black’ to her left!

A FEW MORE WORDS FROM THE ANNUAL MEETING
In presenting the annual accounts,
Erich Rust, our Treasurer, was able
to report that in 2014 the general
funds had an excess of income
over expenditure of £1,604. The
Balaton Conference account also
showed a net gain of £1,603. This
healthy situation was due to a
generous donation from the
Church of Finland to general funds,
and from the Council of Lutheran
Churches (UK) towards bursaries
for the conference. We also received a donation of 3000 Euros from the Lutheran World
Federation for bursaries to assist Eastern European people
participating in the Balaton Conference. However, that sum
does not appear in our accounts because it was paid by
LWF to the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Hungary and
administered by them. Erich expressed thanks to the staff
at the Church Office in Budapest for the help they had given him in handling the funds for the conference.

Jaakko Rusama pointed out that Erich had only told us
about the funds held in the UK. Some countries have their
own accounts (and these are reported each year by the
National Co-ordinators). He urged members in other
countries to follow Finland’s example in seeking financial
backing for our Society from their national churches.
Reports were received from Germany, Iceland, Sweden and
the USA. Our German members are busy preparing for
the Kirchentag in June, while in the USA Laura Lincoln our
Coordinator has retired, as reported in the last edition of
The Window, and her place has been taken by Tom
VanPoole. Our Norwegian members mourn the loss of
their Coordinator, Jacob Knudsen (see page 2), and Jaakko
Rusama promised to try to appoint his successor as soon as
possible. He will also be seeking a new Coordinator for
Denmark.
Membership Secretary, Helen Harding, told us that during
the year people from Poland and Portugal had joined, so
our membership now extends over 33 different countries.
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OUR CHURCHES SHOULD BE
GENUINELY INCLUSIVE
ALS Committee Member Sally Barnes has a favourite Bible verse. The Lord says,
‘Do not fear, for I have redeemed you, I have called you by name. You are mine.’ (Isaiah 43:1)
She believes it passionately, which is why she became a founder member of Inclusive Church.
In this article she describes the movement’s development
and some resources it offers your congregations.
Inclusive Church is an organisation I have belonged to from
its formation in 2003. It came into being as a result of what
was felt by many to be a deep injustice against the Rev Dr
Jeffrey John who had, at that time, been offered the appointment as Bishop of Reading in the Church of England Diocese of Oxford by the then Archbishop of Canterbury.
Dr John was (and is) regarded as a priest of integrity and
deep faith with a brilliant theological mind. He was (and is)
always much in demand as a lecturer and preacher as well as
a writer. His appointment was widely welcomed, especially
in the Oxford Diocese where he was to serve as a suffragan
bishop. Dr John, being an honest and open man, had never
hidden the fact he is gay. As so often happens, a small and
vociferous group started to raise objections to his appointment and their campaign was, as might be expected, given
much prominence in the media.
Because of the pressure on him, and on the Archbishop of
Canterbury, Dr John withdrew from the appointment he
had been offered. A huge amount of anger was expressed
with 10,000 people signing a petition of protest. But the die
was cast. It is from this background that Inclusive Church
was formed, following a meeting of women and men, ordained and lay, one Saturday morning in September 2003,
held at St Mary’s Church, Putney, London.
It is important to explain how Inclusive Church (IC) came
into being as, from this initial single issue, the organisation
developed into one that came to recognise the necessity of
challenging the many areas of discrimination that alienate
people from the Church. Akin to the tiny mustard seed, it
grew and flourished. It would be true to say that in its
flourishing it outstripped the capacity of those who
were closest to it
to deal with the
requests and enquiries of many
who made contact
and wanted to be
involved.
It was considerably
helped by linking
with individuals and
partner organisations. In doing this
the aims and ra-

tionales of each organisation were explored and
strategies shared in order to raise awareness of what each
other stood for in supporting those who feel on the edge
of the Church or excluded when they are in it. The partnership work which has emerged over the years is valuable.
IC works with, among others, the Association of Black Clergy, Women and the Church, the Group for the Rescinding
of the Act of Synod, Lesbian and Gay Christian Movement,
Changing Attitude, Affirming Catholicism, the Society of
Catholic Priests, Accepting Evangelicals, Courage, Modern
Church, Progressive Christianity Network and Integrity
(US).
Our links have reached out widely as people recognise the
need to respond as fully as possible to the Gospel of Justice
and Love. We learn a great deal from each other in all our
similarities and differences. Barriers are crossed; insights
are developed; friendships made.
It became clear from those who contacted us that discrimination came in many different guises. It was felt and shown
in a variety of ways, often unthinkingly but, in some situations, deliberately. Questions arose. What about the disabled? What about people suffering from mental ill health,
and those made to feel unwelcome because of their colour,
race, gender, sexuality? What about the increasing number
of people suffering from poverty, who feel alienated and cut
off?
As the numbers up and down the country grew, the need
outstripped our capacity to respond. Clergy and laity in
parishes and other areas of work, aware of these issues,
wanted support in developing strategies to help inclusion, to
make links, to talk with each other.
For quite a while IC had no paid support. The work was
carried out by members of the committee and by willing and
gifted volunteers who organised conferences, discussion
groups, fund raising and undertook other related events.
Funds were needed in order to appoint a part-time coordinator so that we could try and put many of our aims into
practice. To say that the appointment that was made was
inspired would be to put it mildly. The Rev Bob Callaghan, a
former vicar in the Church of England, took on and developed his part-time role in a way most people never achieve
in one that is full-time.
One particular project that has arisen, which is my reason
for writing this article, is the publication of six resource
books to help people recognise the importance of genuine
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inclusion. Each book offers practical advice and, most importantly, provides a theological underpinning relating to
inclusion, which we see as a Gospel imperative. These easy
to read newly published books have really begun to take off
as church groups and individuals recognise their worth.
Editorial groups were formed for each book with our coordinator, Bob Callaghan, as the series editor. Much thought
was given to their lay-out and content with advice from the
publishers, Darton, Longman and Todd. Each book focuses
on one key aspect of discrimination and/or marginalisation,
with the aim of improving each church’s inclusivity and
providing space for those involved to have their voices
heard.
Following an introduction are chapters
written by individuals
drawing on their
personal experiences. Then comes an
extensive theological
reflection written by
a respected and distinguished theologian
who has either experienced the specific
disability or discrimination being written
about or has spent a
lifetime working with
those who are affected by it. For example, the Rev Professor John Hull, who is himself blind, has written on “The
Theology of Disability”. Jean Vanier, one of the world’s
most respected philosopher-theologians and founder of the
L’Arche communities, has written on “Theology: A Place to
Belong” along with the Rev Professor John Swinton, Chair in
Divinity and Religious Studies at the University of Aberdeen
and an expert in disability theology and pastoral care. The
other books, focusing on Poverty, Sexuality, Gender and

Ethnicity, follow a similar pattern.
The final section of each book contains practical suggestions
and resources with details of key organisations and titles for
further reading. All the books are now published. Already
there are parishes, affiliated to IC, who are studying a selected book related to an issue that might be specific to
their need and discussing how the insights gained might be
implemented. Others are purchasing all of them and will, in
time, work their way through each one.
Through reading the books, and attending the conferences
that have preceded their publication, many of us have come
to a whole new realisation of how difficult and complex are
the needs of individuals who feel excluded and sometimes
shunned.
Listening
to those who experience living with mental health issues, or
are disabled in different ways, or are rejected because of
their sexuality, has
been humbling as
well as deeply troubling. We are, after
all, made in the likeness of God and, as
such, are worthy of
value and love.
It is hoped that by
producing these resource books IC can help many parishes,
clergy and lay people to identify areas they would like to
develop that will raise people’s consciousness and provide
an effective means of support in creating a more inclusive
and welcoming Church.
You can order Inclusive Church publications, by visiting their website, www.inclusive-church.org.uk

FORMER SECRETARY DIES
Valerie Phillips was a stalwart member of the Anglican-Lutheran Society almost
from the beginning, and was a living example of what it stands for, being both a
confirmed member of the Church of England and also a fully paid-up Lutheran. As
an Anglican she served as a Reader, an accredited lay minister, leading worship,
preaching and teaching, officiating at funeral services and engaging in a wide range
of pastoral work, both in the parish in which she lived and in the wider church
community. As a Lutheran she was a regular member of the German congregation at St Albans Abbey, and led worship there too.
She served our Society as a very faithful and patient Secretary, and worked very
hard despite battling chronic illness. She kept the committee and her fellow Officers in order, and was adept at keeping us properly balanced. Ideally, the Officers
and Committee should consist of equal numbers of Anglicans and Lutherans. So
if we needed an Anglican, Valerie was there! Short of a Lutheran? There she
was again! We shall miss her, but we rejoice that she is with the Lord. Alleluia!
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CELEBRATING 30 YEAR PARTNERSHIP
BETWEEN SALFORD AND LÜNEN
The Rev Dr Keith Archer describes a church partnership that grew out of a civic twinning scheme
that is about much more than purely ecclesiastical concerns.
Background
The partnership began
formally in 1984 as an
agreement between the
Anglican Deanery of
Salford
and
the
Protestant Kirchenkreis
of Lünen. Salford is a
Metropolitan Borough
of Greater Manchester,
in the North of England.
The town of Lünen is in
North
RhineWestphalia, Germany,
located on both banks of the river Lippe, to the north of
Dortmund, in part of the Ruhr Area.
Since 1984 things have changed on both sides. The Church
of England Deanery covers roughly the area of the old city
of Salford, before the neighbouring areas of Eccles, Irlam,
Swinton & Pendlebury and Worsley were added through
Local Government reorganisation in 1974, but the partnership has now spread geographically across much of today’s
city. It has also spread ecumenically, and not just Anglicans
but also Roman Catholics, Methodists, United Reformed,
Quakers and, most recently, Baptists are involved. There
has been less of an ecumenical spread on the German side,
but the Lünen Kirchenkreis has just merged with the much
bigger Kirchenkreis of nearby Dortmund.
There is normally one group visit each year, in alternating
directions. The normal group size is about 12, and visitors
stay with families in the visited town. Occasionally, there
are bigger visits, like the group of 65 including a parish brass
band and a gospel choir that came to Salford in 2013. Big
groups like that normally stay in a hotel or some other
communal setting.

The 2014 visit to
Lünen
The visit’s theme was
‘Poverty’, which is a
serious issue not just in
Salford but also in both
Lünen and the Ruhr in
general, because of the
collapse of their traditional heavy industries.
Unemployment is high:
11.5% in Lünen against
the German average of
just 5%. Poverty, particularly relative poverty, is exacerbated by the growing gap
between rich and poor, a situation familiar in the UK. Immigrants are particularly vulnerable, both those from within
the EU and those from outside. They must all exist for a
period after reaching Germany without support - forget
about ‘benefits tourism’. As in the UK, the state provides a
‘safety net’ of means-tested benefits: unemployment benefit,
and allowances for children, rent, heating, and so on. Our
impression was that thereafter the voluntary sector plays a
larger part than in the UK. Immigrants unfamiliar with both
the system and the language, and also Germans with a poor
educational background, can find applying for benefits so
difficult that they miss out. Support with issues like this,
which in the UK may be given by the local authority, is frequently provided by voluntary sector workers in Germany,
though often with public funding. There are also, as in the
UK, small-scale voluntary sector initiatives like food banks
to alleviate the problems the public sector leaves behind.
But a feature of the German scene is organisations like Diakonisches Werk (Protestant Church), Caritas (Catholic
Church), German Red Cross and Arbeiterwohlfart (Trade
Unions), which are funded by the state to provide highly
professional services.
We saw several examples of this public-voluntary sector
partnership. In Lünen-Gahmen, a particularly disadvantaged
part of town, we visited a new community centre, built by
the local authority on Church land, and run by the local
authority. However, its offerings for local people - breakfasts, second-hand clothes sales, and a range of community
activities - are provided by volunteers.

The Rev Andrea Ohm of Lünen addressing the Salford group and local people

In Dortmund we met community workers employed by the
Protestant Church who run a project to help migrants from
Bulgaria and Romania - a project recognised by the European Commission as a model of how it should be done. At
the Overbergschule in Lünen-Preussen we met a school social
worker, whose role is to help children with complex problems in which poverty normally plays a part. She too is employed by the Protestant Church, but works closely with
the school’s teaching staff (some of whom we also met),
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who are employed by the state. In general, our impression
was that work by all these different agencies was being well
coordinated.
There are also projects run wholly with, or even by, unpaid
volunteers, as in the UK. We met a Caritas worker who
described to us a ‘Holidays without Suitcases’ project which
provides holiday and socializing experiences for isolated
elderly and disabled people. He is paid, but the project
which began at the request of the local Catholic parish, was
opened to people of all religious persuasions or none, and is
staffed by unpaid volunteers.
We also visited a Tafel project in the adjacent town of Selm,
run entirely by unpaid volunteers. Tafel (which can be
translated as ‘dinner table’) is a national organisation that
seeks to address the dual problem of under-consumption
(hunger) on the one hand and over-provision (food waste)
on the other. It has much in common with UK food banks,
but instead of distributing to needy people food donated
directly by the public, it gets supermarkets to provide food
and acts as a go-between between needy people and the
supermarkets. Tafel is a secular organisation, but the Selm
project is not unusual in operating on Church premises and
being staffed almost entirely by Christian volunteers.
Most impressive of all was our visit to the Kana soup kitchen in Dortmund. This is a Christian initiative (Kana is
known in English as Cana, where Jesus changed water into
wine) run by a small community of volunteers who commit
themselves to it for periods of one year. The community
organises five teams of 10-12 volunteers, each providing
soup and bread for up to 300 people on one day each week.
We too enjoyed that day’s soup and bread (excellent!) and
chatted with some of the soup kitchen’s clients, who are fed
without charge and without conditions of any kind.
Interestingly, it was said that voluntary projects have grown
in number recently, and that one reason for this is that contact with the UK has enabled people to see what can be
achieved by volunteers.
…and other things
There were lots of other things apart from themework.
We visited Lünen Town Hall and had a tour of the town
centre with a qualified guide.

October 31st was Reformation Day, and we attended a big
musical service at the Town Church of St George - the music being provided by the brass band and gospel choir that
did a concert tour in Salford last October. On the Sunday
four members of our group preached in services in different
churches.
On the Saturday we had a day excursion with our hosts and
friends to Dalheim Monastery, which was founded in the
12th century and grew into a big complex before its closure
in 1830. It is now an excellent museum of monastic life.
On the way back we visited Wewelsburg, a castle which
was taken over by Himmler during the Nazi period as a
training centre for senior SS officers. It contains a big, wellvisited museum about the SS. The fact that museum entrance is free – not normal in Germany – is a token of the
country’s eagerness to come to terms with its past.

As the partnership began formally in 1984, last year was its
30th anniversary, and on our final evening there was a social
evening to celebrate it. It was great: a short concert of medieval music, with medieval dances in which we all had a go;
a slide show of pictures from the partnership’s beginning to
today; a short (ten-minute) performance by our group of a
stripped-down version of Cinderella (a great comic success);
a performance by a folk group; and a huge birthday cake!
But perhaps the best thing of all is friendship. Half of our
twelve-strong group were established partnershipniks, and
for us it was all about renewing and deepening existing
friendships. For the other half, the newcomers, it was
about making new friends. It was good for all of us.
The Future…
This coming October a group from Lünen will visit Salford.
The theme will again be ‘Poverty’. Meanwhile, a Community Choir from Salford will visit Lünen in August for a concert tour arranged by our friends there – this is in response
to the Lünen choir’s visit to Salford in 2013.
In 2015 we shall also be marking the 50th anniversary of the
civic twinning of Salford and Lünen, out of which our
Church partnership grew, and we will doubtless play some
part in that.
Then, in 2016, we have been invited to send representatives
to a celebration of international partnerships in the whole
Kirchenkreis of Lünen and Dortmund in 2016. So there’s a
lot to look forward to.
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DIACONAL ORGANISATION AND PARISH COUNCIL
HAND-IN-HAND IN DENMARK
The Danish diaconal organisation ‘Kirkens Korshaer’ is
spreading its work and message through a new partnership
with a church in Beder, a parish of some 4000 members
south of Aarhus. The organisation’s leader in Aarhus,
Morten Aagaard, is seeking to develop more social work in
the local parishes through these so-called ‘church partnerships’, and the initiative is enjoying considerable success.
Wide-ranging help
Kirkens Korshaer began its life in 1912, when Pastor Hans
Peter Mollerup, together with 11 other people, founded a
Christian organisation to help people in need, whatever
their background and faith. Since then it has developed into
a major diaconal organization, as a glance at their website
shows. They have a 24-hour shelter, a drug-taking treatment room, a general advisory service, work community
projects, a project for young adults, a sewing-group called
‘Needle and Thread’, a Friday Family, a Wednesday gettogether, jail visits, holiday camps, St Nicholas service
(offering a range of personal help), and a hostel for the
homeless.
Development of social work in the parish
The new initiative has the full backing of Beder Parish Council. Morten Aagaard says, ‘There’s no doubt that both a
diaconal and a social effort is increasingly needed to meet
the social demands of the parishes - and that’s what our
“church partnership” seeks to achieve as a strategic and
systematic attempt to develop social work there.’
Lending a hand where no one else does
Knud Jespersen is chair of the parish council which is contributing DKK 10,000 ($1,800) to the project. He says, ‘We
all think that Kirkens Korshaer is doing a fantastic job in
Aarhus and lending a hand where no one else does. We

don’t see these people in need in the suburbs where we
live, but we see them when we come to Aarhus to work or
shop. We see them in the parks, around the churches, and
just hanging out in various places - sometimes all alone.
They need our help.’

WELCOME MARIA!
Congratulations to Dr Virgil László and his wife, Anett, on the birth
of baby Mária Szófia. Mária arrived on 24th February, weighing in
at a healthy 3600 grams, and just 55cm in length.
Everyone who took part in last September’s conference in Hungary
is sure to remember Virgil. He was the person who made everything happen, smoothed out all the little wrinkles, and ensured that
everyone had a very good time.
‘We are truly grateful to God,’ he said, when he contacted our
editor to share his news, ‘and I am overjoyed! Mother and baby
are fine!’ Let’s join them in praising God for the gift of life, and for
the great privilege of nurturing children. These are not the easiest
of times in which to bring youngsters up to know Jesus Christ as
their loving Saviour. So please remember Virgil, Anett and Mária
and all parents and their families in your prayers.
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WCC COMMISSION CONCERNED ABOUT
ECUMENICAL LEARNING AND EDUCATION
During our Society’s
Annual Meeting our
Co-Moderators said
that something that
was concerning our
committee members
was the apparent lack
of any emphasis on
ecumenical education
within ministerial formation in the UK and
possibly in Europe
too. They hope that
the new committee
will pursue this topic
in the coming year.

already a witness, but
I would like to see
more inclusiveness in
the ecumenical movement. It’s not about
an elite phenomenon
but making it a popular movement at the
grassroots level.

‘Churches in China
are situated in multicultural, multi-ethnic
a n d
m u l t i religious contexts. In
my seminary, I try to
teach students that
Recently, the Comseeking the unity of
Participants in the CEEF meeting at the Ecumenical Institute in Bossey, Switzerland. © Sandra Cox
mission on Education
churches is obeying
and Ecumenical Formation (CEEF) that advises the World the Lord's commandment in order to bear witness to his
Council of Churches on promoting ecumenical learning, perfect love,’ Dr Wen continued. Ecumenical formation is
came to the same conclusion when they met in February, important for raising awareness and for including youth,
2015, at the Ecumenical Institute in Bossey, Switzerland. people with disabilities and indigenous peoples to enlarge
They identified barriers to better ecumenical education that this inclusiveness. ‘We should not forget them but read
included a general lack of awareness about ecumenism, a scripture from their perspective. We need to seek illuminalack of commitment to ecumenical education, and an urgent tion to nurture a Christ-like life,’ he said.
need for a broad range of ecumenical resources.
The Anglican-Lutheran Society is clearly on the right track
As reported on the front page of this issue of The Window, in identifying ecumenical education as vital to the health of
our Society is already working to help create an educational the Church. So we must keep on praying and working for
resource to inform Anglicans (and others) about Luther and the ‘Ecumenical Spring’ referred to by our Co-Moderators.
Lutherans, and in the last issue we were proud to mention a
book produced in collaboration with the Hungarian Lutheran Church providing an introduction to Anglicanism. So in a
small way we are working towards meeting this need.

OUR NEWSLETTER
REACHES EGYPT

CEEF sees a need for a global network of teachers of ecumenism willing and able to design educational material that
will be easily accessible to people of all kinds engaging in
ecumenical education and formation programmes. To help
bring this about they are seeking to identify places around
the world where such ecumenical education is taking place
both in initial and continuing theological formation so as to
form networks of encouragement and support.
The Moderator of the CEEF, Dr Rudolf von Sinner, feels
that more work is needed to include young people in a
meaningful way as full members in the ecumenical movement. The Commission has reflected on how the challenge
of limited resources can be addressed to improve the work
of regional organizations.
One of the members of the Commission is the Rev Dr Ge
Wen, a teacher of theology in “post-denominational” China.
‘We learn from each other and remember each other,’ he
said, ‘and we try to achieve solidarity and understand the
situation of churches in other countries. This in itself is

Last year our Lutheran Co-Moderator Jaakko Rusama had a
meeting with Bishop Mouneer Anis, Bishop of the Anglican
Diocese of Egypt with North Africa and the Horn of Africa
and, since 2007, Primate of the Province of Jerusalem and
the Middle East. Bishop Anis was a medical practitioner
and Director of the Harpur Memorial Hospital in Menouf
until his ordination in 1999. Jaakko took the opportunity to
tell Dr Anis a little
about our Society,
and says he was
delighted to find out
that he had already
heard of us.
As you can see, he
gave the Bishop a
copy of The Window
and we will include
him in our mailing
list from now on.
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LAND, PEOPLE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
The Rev Phaedra Pamphilon-Green is Assistant Curate at All Saints Church in Gainsborough, Lincolnshire, UK.
In this article she shares a little of her experience of visiting Jerusalem as a guest of the Church of Sweden

I've just returned home from a seven
week course organised by the Swedish
Theological Institute (STI) in Jerusalem.
I was part of an international group of
Christian theologians from Myanmar,
China, Zimbabwe, Sweden, Rwanda,
South Africa, Uganda, Peru and, of
course, from England - me! We met in
STI's beautiful house, 'Bet Tabor',
which is pictured above, and our topic
was 'Land, People and Sustainable Development'. Through study, dialogue,
debate and ecumenism, they helped us
deepen our understanding of the three
religious traditions, Judaism, Islam and
Christianity, of their interrelatedness
and their struggle for coexistence in
Jerusalem.
Each year, the Church of Sweden and
STI invite 14 students from different
political, theological and cultural back-

grounds to experience
this struggle of coexistence by attending their
course. We all left our
families and familiar
surroundings to study
together and to relate
to one another. We
lived in community with
each other, bringing our
diversity into the context of this unique
place.
We were
brought face to face
with our own reality,
the reality of those we
studied with and
amongst whom we
were living, and we
searched for the reality
of God within our context. STI hoped that
through our encounters
we might be transformed and dare to
draw closer to ourselves, our faith and to
“the other”, whoever
or whatever that may
be. Their hope was
that, by an openness
and a generosity of spirit, an atmosphere of
peace and co-existence
would be created which
we, in turn, might take back to our
own communities. This would fulfil
the Church of Sweden's core values
of Presence, Openness and Hope and
their work of carrying the Gospel
message further into the world and
creating a healthier, more connected
world for people to live in.
So, how did we go about trying to
achieve this? Apart from Saturday
and Sunday, we all took it in turns to
lead morning and evening prayer in
the chapel. Alongside evening prayer
we had a daily reflection to consider
whatever had connected with us during the day, a chance to discuss with
each other what was on our minds.
We had three amazing Palestinian
meals every day, cooked by the
equally amazing Madiha! Saturdays
were virtually free to do what we

wanted, and Sundays were free to
worship at any of the churches in Jerusalem or Bethlehem. We had plenty
to choose from - Roman Catholic,
Lutheran, Anglican, Presbyterian,
Greek Orthodox, Armenian Orthodox, Ethiopian Orthodox, the list is
almost endless. With such a variety of
places of worship we could also
choose which language we wanted to
worship in - Arabic, Latin, English,
German, Hebrew, Swedish and a host
of others. All of these daily and weekly elements helped build our sense of
community and being family together.
Our studies and trips helped bring our
learning experience together, and
gradually the transformation process
began. Most of the time our learning
was quite structured, with lectures in
the morning and afternoon from some
of the most interesting people we
could have ever have wished to meet.
We had an Islamic Scholar, a Roman
Catholic Hebrew Scholar, a Jewish
Scholar, a Feminist Activist, a Catholic
Palestinian, a Quaker Palestinian and a
Palestinian Journalist. We also had
Historians, an Archaeologist/Historian,
a Rabbi, a Cantor, an Imam, a Monk, a
Bibliodrama practitioner and a former
Mayor of Jerusalem, a lady, who spoke
about Green Pilgrimage in Israel.
We also had trips out to meet various
groups, some of whom were working
across the Palestinian and Jewish communities as well as those who were
trying to empower and help the Palestinian community. The aim was to
help us encounter Judaism, Islam and
Christianity as distinct but interrelated systems; to enable us to understand this land of Palestine and
Israel in terms of history, gender, ethnicity, conflict and geography; and to
equip us to encounter "the other"
both within and outside our own communities and religious traditions.
There were very many occasions
throughout the seven weeks when all
the learning outcomes came together
and I not only learnt but truly experienced them and felt transformed by
them. But there was one afternoon
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their struggle to navigate the
stormy waters of their own
reality with compassion, justice and love for each other
and their wider community.
In doing so, they transformed
prejudices, perceptions and
lives, and helped break down
barriers that are not just
physical, but ones that exist
in the hearts and minds of
people living throughout Palestine and Israel.
Moira Jilani and Rami El Hani addressing the group

that really brought it all together for
me. We met with Rami El Hanan and
Moira Jilani from a bereavement project called “the Parents’ Circle”. Its
members are Muslims, Christians and
Jews who have all experienced the loss
of a loved one through the conflict.
Rami's daughter was a soldier and had
been killed by a terrorist bomb, and
Moira's husband had been shot by an
Israeli Policeman because, as he was
driving past the policeman, his wing
mirror touched the policeman. To the
outside world, these two people were
potential enemies. It would have been
easy for them hate each other, yet
they chose to be part of this incredible
bereavement group.
Within the
group, the members share their stories, their grief and their pain, and are
heard by the others, who understand
their stories. Within this group bridges were being built across this divided
community and a new narrative was
beginning emerge, a narrative of
shared pain and of shared suffering. It
brought together people in unity, rather than two separate groups of victims sitting either side of a huge dividing wall. Here I felt the grace of God
being played out in real time as they
could put aside difference and build
relationships and see the other as an
individual. Here God’s unconditional
love was being expressed through the
telling of their stories and through

I thank the Church of Sweden and STI
for offering me this incredible opportunity to learn about issues in Israel
and Palestine in a way that is helping
me to reflect on my own community's
needs and weaknesses as well. It's
made me realise that we may not have
huge walls that divide us in England,
but we do erect walls of prejudice,
fear, ignorance and hatred within our
own minds which, unfortunately, get
played out in our communities. Some
of those walls are well hidden until we
are placed in a situation where our
sense of security and stability is threatened. Other walls may not be hidden
at all when hostility towards others,
for one reason or another, is overt
and tangible. I was reminded over and
over again that Jesus came to bring
peace and unity and to break down the
hostile dividing wall between people. I
recalled how that he had wept as he
approached Jerusalem. As Christians,
isn't it up to us to live that truth out in
our daily lives, to find ways of breaking
down the walls we have in our minds
towards individuals or groups, and to
see each person as a human being created in the image of God? It is not
always easy, but if I've learnt one thing
from my seven week course it’s that
we owe it to God, to creation and to
the whole of humanity to work hard at
the business of breaking down the
walls that divide us.

GERMANS GIVE
UP CHURCH
BECAUSE OF
TAX CHANGES
Recently, hundreds of thousands of
German Christians have formally abandoned their faith and have left the
Church to escape paying ‘Church Tax’.
Under German law, anyone baptised as
a child is automatically a member of
the Church and obliged to pay the tax
which is charged as a percentage of
income, regardless of a person’s beliefs
or whether or not they attend church
services.
Up to now most people have paid the
tax which is collected by the government and used to fund church activities
including education and welfare services. However, the government has
decided to compel the banks to ensure
that, in future, the tax is paid on capital
gains as well as on regular income.
This has prompted as many as 200,000
members of the German Protestant
Churches (the EKD), and a similar
number of Roman Catholics, to file
formal declarations renouncing their
membership of the Church last year.
In the past it has usually been young
adults reacting against their parents’
beliefs who have left the Churches.
Now they are being joined by pensioners trying to protect their savings.
People leaving the Church are not excommunicated or prevented from attending church services, but they can
be denied certain rites, like a religious
burial or access to the best Statefunded schools, for example. Former
Roman Catholics are barred from confession and communion, and from the
anointing of the sick unless they are on
the point of death.
This trend must be of concern to the
Church authorities in Germany. But
we wonder if the situation is similar in
other places where a National Church
is, or has been, funded by a ‘church tax’
or some similar scheme. So if you are
a member of such a Church, please
contact our editor and let us know
what your experience has been, by
emailing angluthwindow@hotmail.com.
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MINORITIES UNDER FIRE:
THE SITUATION OF CHRISTIANS
AND OTHER MINORITIES IN THE MIDDLE EAST
Conflict in Gaza and the spread of Islamic State in Iraq and Syria during 2014 have left minorities, especially Christians, under
enormous pressure. Hundreds of thousands have been forced to flee from their homes. What future do these minorities have?
That question was addressed on Friday 17 October 2014 at the Norwegian Church, St Olav’s Square, London,
James Laing, General Secretary of CLC, the Council of Lutheran Churches in the UK, reports.
In a full but intimate gathering in the We must recognise that the present also that it is a Muslim obligation to
Norwegian Church in London on 17th conflict was born not only from local protect Christians, fellow ahl al kitab
October, 2014, a panel of senior global influences but also because of interna- (People of the Book). It is good that in
church leaders gathered to discuss the tional, Western powers and pressures. Norway, following Anders Behring
plight of Christian minorities in the As the World Council of Churches Breivik’s attacks in 2011, Muslim
Middle East. The Rev Dr Olav Fykse warned at the start of the Iraq war to groups immediately contacted the
Tveit, General Secretary of the World topple Saddam Hussein, Christians are churches (while suspicion fell on Islamic
Council of Churches (WCC), the Rt paying the price. So finding a solution fundamentalists) so that Muslims and
Rev Christopher Chessun, Bishop of will not be left to Middle Easterners Christians stood side by side condemnSouthwark, and the Very Revd Jan alone but will also involve the rest of ing extremism. It is good that Jews in
Otto Myrseth, the acting Bishop of the world. And while it may be that Bosnia Herzegovina recall how Muslims
Bergen, began by
cared for the Jewish
challenging assumpcommunity for centions in the issue
turies. It is good
being
addressed.
that Kurds have proChristians in the
vided sanctuary to
Middle East, who
Christians, Yazidis
have been there
and other minority
since the time of
groups fleeing from
Christ and seen emIS towards Europe.
pires rise and fall, do
In Arbil, the capital
not consider themof Kurdistan region,
selves “minority”
they did not have
because that implies
the luxury of focusthat they do not
ing on divisions, and
belong.
Although
now we, like them,
they may be small
must stand side by
numerically, it is The Rev Torbjørn Holt, Rector of the Norwegian Church and Chair of CLC (standing) with, seated left to side with the people
right, the Rt Rev Christopher Chessun (Anglican Bishop of Southwark), the Very Rev Jan Otto Myrseth
important for us to (Acting
whom God loves, to
Bishop of Bergen) and the Rev Dr Olav Fykse Tveit (General Secretary, World Council of Churches)
understand and to
condemn man’s inhuremember how they see themselves in the Western concept of the nation manity to man. Our solidarity is with
order for us to be able to stand along- state does not sit comfortably in the the poor and oppressed, not limited to
side them and show solidarity.
Middle East, it will be there for a time, our Christian brothers and sisters.
even while tribal, ethnic or faith loyalAccompaniment was a key concept for ties exert their pull. But “solutions” In the midst of these crises, hope was a
all speakers as they grappled with how cannot be imposed by outside forces. theme picked up by Revd Dr Leslie
we can best support these communi- While there is undeniable humanitari- Nathaniel, who mentioned a recent
ties driven from their ancestral homes, an need and a security crisis which statement by Archbishop Justin Welby
fleeing persecution for their faith and must be addressed immediately, the calling for us to hold on to hope, build
heritage, in vulnerable situations such long term solution must be a political on it and support it. Council of Luas in Iraq and Syria where they are in vision shared by locals, neighbours, theran Churches Trustees, the Rev
the crossfire between Sunni and Shi’a and the wider world.
Mark Steadman and the Very Revd
Muslims. In these situations they find
Michael Persson, who had visited Jeruout what it really means to be Chris- It is important to have a shared vision, salem and Bethlehem with CLC’s
tian and to carry their cross. So, too, as Coptic Pope Tawadros has said. Chairman, the Rev Torbjørn Holt, and
we must stand in solidarity and share The worst outcome would be to de- fellow Trustee the Rev Eliza Zikmane,
in carrying the cross. However, in this velop or entrench anti-Muslim feeling told of the continuing hope of the
crisis an unexpected hope and resili- in East or West. So it is good that Christian leaders there, even though
ence comes forth, a witness and a firm Muslim scholars wrote a statement many of the ordinary people do not
stand to believe and live a non-violent not only stating that Islamic State (IS) see a clear, peaceful or prosperous
solution.
was not representative of Islam, but future and so try to emigrate (even if
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they are not actually being driven out).
The holy places, and the fact that all
three faiths are together in Jerusalem,
are important factors. All the Church
leaders called for support for the living
stones, their people. So they invite us
all on pilgrimage, to walk with them (as
well as walking in the steps of Jesus) in
solidarity.
There are other ways of supporting
those communities as well. There is
prayer; that goes without saying. They
need our support as they seek to build
their identity as an indigenous people,
provide education for sustainable communities and reinforce their distinctiveness, empower the disempowered, mix
men and women, and Muslim and
Christian (as the Christian schools do).
Otherwise, the region will be subject
to all sorts of influences which make
for chaos and not for peace.
In addition to pilgrimage, the theology
of solidarity and accompaniment is
made explicit and practical in the
WCC’s Ecumenical Accompaniment
Programme in Palestine and Israel
(EAPPI). While the Separation Barrier
imposes a peace (temporarily and without justice) by preventing meetings
between peoples and, like any enclosing
wall, affecting both “prisoners” and
“prison guards”, EAPPI is the only way
that many Palestinians can continue to
live in their homes. In representing us

ignores several international laws, and
noteworthy how much attention ordinary people pay to UN actions and to
international law. EAPPI, Christian Aid
and the ACT Alliance (a coalition of
more than 140 churches and affiliated
organisations, associated with the
WCC or Lutheran World Federation,
Any of us can volunteer as EAs, and working together in over 140 countries
EAPPI enables us all to better under- to create positive and sustainable
stand the complexities of Israel, Pales- change in the lives of poor and margintine and the situation viewed through alised people) and other international
the eyes of those that live there, and to advocacy initiatives stand up for the
move from unquestioning support of rule of law on behalf of our Christian
one perspective to a nuanced view brothers and sisters.
building to a peace with justice.
CLC will continue to work with these
Peace is not just the absence of war: diaconal groups and others supporting
the Oslo accords were helpful for im- religious freedom such as the Free
mediate cessation of hostilities at the Churches Group, and investigate
time and establishing a framework with providing extra appropriate training for
good intentions, recognising that at the diplomats if required. The ACT Palestime there was a real willingness to talk tine Forum, of whom the Lutheran
face to face, and a belief that there was World Federation and Christian Aid
a practicable solution. However, they are members, convenes a virtual, global
left out the religious leaders and, since prayer vigil for the peace of Jerusalem,
1995 the good intentions have evapo- Palestine, Israel and the world, on 24th
rated, annexations of land continue, the o f e a c h m o n t h ( s e e h t t p : / /
Let us
separation barrier has been built, and actpalestineforum.org/vigil/).
tensions increase again. There will stand with them, pray for them, and
never be a permanent solution without visit them. Justice and peace belong
the involvement of religious leaders together as aspects of the Kingdom of
and an understanding of the religious God, as aspects of being together as
questions at the highest political and Churches, not particularly political or
diplomatic levels. At the same time it humanitarian or diplomatic, but of spiris ironic that the country which claims itual importance wherever we are
to be the only democracy in the region called as Church and as Christians.
as sending Churches, and in photographing, writing articles and blogs
while in the West Bank or visiting Israeli peace movements and speaking
out on their return, Ecumenical Accompaniers are our eyes and ears as
well as accompanying feet.

NEW ARCHBISHOP FOR RUSSIAN LUTHERANS
The Rev Elena Bondarenko reports.
On Sunday, 8th February, 2015, in St. Peter and St Paul’s Evangelical Lutheran Cathedral in Moscow, Dietrich Brauer was
consecrated as Archbishop of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Russia. The ceremony was conducted by the Archbishop
of Estonia, the Most Rev Urmas Viilma.
He was assisted by the Rt Rev Tamás Fabiny, Vice
President of the Lutheran World Federation and Bishop of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Hungary, the
Rt Rev Miloš Klatik, General Bishop of the Evangelical
Church of Augsburg Confession in Slovakia and chairman of the Committee for Theology and Ecumenical
Relations of the Lutheran World Federation, and the
Most Rev Jukka Parma, Archbishop Emeritus of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in Finland.
The Rev Michael Huebner, Head of the Desk for Central and Eastern Europe in the Evangelical Church in
Germany, and Uwe Michelsen, member of the Council
of the Evangelical Church in Germany, also took part
in what was a most joyful and festive occasion witnessed by a large and enthusiastic congregation.
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… with freer limits and a language they understand,
as Edward Broadbridge of the Danish Lutheran Church reports
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Last year a new church for young people opened in Aarhus under the name
UngK (YouthC). Its leader, Lars Lindgrav Sörensen, left a pastorate in Tilst
at the age of 48 to take on the task of building a new church for youngsters
as a full-time pastor. He is relishing the challenge. ‘It’s as if the Church is
waking up after a long sleep - like the Sleeping Beauty,’ he says. ‘Perhaps it’s
God who has kissed it! We are no longer sure that “one size fits all”, and
we’re experimenting with all kinds of things: services, concerts, debates,
talks, parties and colours. In the room we use for our church there’s a
professional light and sound facility, allowing for concerts and films, and
sometimes we will upset people in order to achieve what we think of as a
success.’
Church as empty canvas
At present most of the youngsters who participate in Aarhus come from
church-going homes, but Pastor Sörensen thinks that within a year the
church will also include plenty who are not used to church-going, but are
attracted by the new opportunities and the lack of fixed limits, so long as
the church stays within what the young people find meaningful.
Mie Faarkrog (aged 26), who is studying Theology at Aarhus University,
says, ‘The church is “solemn” but in a different way from other churches.
The large, almost empty, room is like a white canvas on which we ourselves
can create something new.’
Are young people part of the ‘food-chain’?
There are moves afoot in Holstebro, and plans for a ‘mobile young people’s
church’ in Viborg diocese, and another new church for young people is
opening in Aalborg. All these churches are part of the Danish Lutheran
Church.
But there is a general problem that Susanne Krogh-Hansen worries about.
She works at Holy Cross Church in Copenhagen and is concerned about a
society that divides itself up into generations. ‘It’s an even bigger problem
for the Church. For it ought to embrace us from cradle to grave. My
church is thinking about becoming an adult-oriented church, but who will be
the adults if there is no “food chain”? It will be hard for young people to
decide that now they are “adult” enough to go to another church. That’s a
difficult choice to make!’
Tastes and life-phases are more determinant
Leader of the Centre for the Study of Young People, Soren Oestergaard,
has a third opinion. ‘Opening a young people’s church doesn’t necessarily
mean that they will come! Our culture is no longer based on our age, but
much more on our tastes and our life-phases. Single people between 25
and 40 often have more in common than with their friends who have families to care for. The idea of a young people’s church belongs to a time that
no longer exists, as we can see when there are rock services in Brorson’s
Church in Copenhagen that attract all kinds of people between 20 and 50!’
What has your experience been?
We would love to hear from readers who have experience of trying to
tackle the issues raised in this article. Email the editor with accounts of
things that have been successful and perhaps less successful. How do you
think our churches should endeavour to meet the needs of our ever more
diverse populations?

